Making Fluorescent Streptococci and Enterococci for Live Imaging.
Since the discovery of the green fluorescent protein (GFP) from the jellyfish Aequorea victoria, outstanding fluorescent labeling tools with numerous applications in vastly different areas of life sciences have been developed. To optimize GFP for diverse life science applications, a large variety of GFP derivatives with different environmental characteristics have been generated by mutagenesis. The enhanced green fluorescent protein (EGFP) is a well-known GFP derivative with highly increased fluorescence intensity compared to the GFP wild-type molecule. Further optimization strategies include numerous GFP derivatives with blue- and yellow-shifted fluorescence and increased pH-stability. The methods reported herein describe in detail the construction of customized fluorescent GFP reporter plasmids where the fluorescence gene is expressed under the control of a certain bacterial promoter of interest. Special attention is given to the GFP derivatives EGFP and Sirius. We explain how to generate EGFP/Sirius expressing streptococci and how to employ recombinantly labeled streptococci in different downstream fluorescent applications.